Variance-spectral analysis of superconducting gravimeter (SG) decadal data (noise inclusive) suggests conceptually that the Earth tectonogenesis could in part be based on magnification of the mantle mechanical resonance, in addition to previously hypothesized causes. Here, the use of raw (gapped and unaltered) data is regarded as the criterion for a physical result's validity, so data were not altered in any way. Then analogously to the atmospheric tidal forcing of global high-frequency free oscillation, I propose that the Moon's synodically recurring pull could likewise drive the long-periodic (12-120 minutes) oscillation of the Earth. To demonstrate this, I show that the daily magnitudes of mass (gravity) oscillation, as a relative measure of the Earth kinetic energy, get synodically periodic while correlating up to 0.97 with seismic energies on the day of shallow and 3 days before deep earthquakes. The forced oscillator equations for the mantle's usual viscosity and the Earth springtide and grave mode periods successfully model an identical 3-days phase. Finally, whereas reports on gravest earthquakes (of ~M9.5) put the maximum co-seismic displacement at ~10 m, the same equations predict the maximum displacement as 9.8 m, too. Hence, pending the proof to the opposite, the same mechanism that causes bridges to collapse under the soldiers step marching could be making the lithosphere fail under the springtide-induced magnification of mantle's resonance resulting in strong earthquakes of unspecified type (most of some 400 earthquakes that affected the SG in 1990-ies were strike-slip and thrust). If this assertion is correct, then some large earthquakes could be predictable -spatially and temporally -by monitoring the tidal vs. grave mode oscillation periodicities of separate tectonic bodies in the upper mantle and in the crust.
Introduction
I use superconducting gravimeter (SG) 1Hz observations to show that it could be useful to regard the Earth a forced mechanical oscillator in which resonant magnification of Earth total-mass (mostly the mantle) resonance occurs. This means that the Earth tectonics and related phenomena could also be mechanically caused, in addition to thermo-nuclearchemical causes hypothesized in the past. The lunar synodic semi-monthly forcing drives the long periodic (here between 12-120 minutes) oscillation magnitudes of the Earth's total mass (geophysical noise inclusive).
References on "tidal triggering of earthquakes" are numerous (ICET, 2002) . For example, Tamrazyan (1959) , Knopoff (1970) and Weems and Perry (1989) found a correlation between tidal potential and times of occurrence of earthquakes on the lunar synodic time-scale at ~14.8 days, while Tanaka et al. (2004) asserted azimuth-dependent tidal triggering in regional shallow seismicity. However, many of the tidal triggering claims have been disputed. For instance, Melchior (1986) dismissed Knopoff (1970) , stating that only semidiurnal tide has sufficient power to trigger earthquakes. Jeffreys (1970) did not even make reference to fortnightly periods in discussing tidal triggering, while Stein (2004) questioned Tanaka et al. (2004) proposing that it be tested "whether it is the oscillatory nature of tidal stress -rather than its small magnitude -that inhibits triggering" (Stein, 2004) .
A century of "tidal triggering" reports is summarized in Lomnitz (1974) : "The following periodicities in earthquake occurrence have been proposed at one time or another: 42 min, 1 day, 14.8 days, 29.6 days, 6 months, 1 year, 11 years, and 19 
years. (…) Yet a Fourier analysis of earthquake time series fails to detect significant spectral lines corresponding to luni-solar periods."
Twenty superconducting gravimeters (SG) are used worldwide (GGP, 1999) for studying the Earth tides, the Earth rotation, interior, ocean and atmospheric loading, and for verifying the Newtonian constant of gravitation (Baldi et al., 2001) . I used gravity data from the Canadian SG at Cantley, Quebec. This stable (as found by Merriam et al., 2000) instrument is sensitive to about one part in 10 12 of surface gravity at tidal and normal mode frequencies, so it records antipodean earthquakes as small as M~5.5 (Omerbashich, 2003) . To process the SGgravity gapped records of 1Hz output I constructed a non-equispaced filter with 2-sigma Gaussian, and 8-seconds filtering step as recommended by GGP (1999) .
Since the masses of gas, water, rock, mantle, and core together account for Earth gravity, the state and perturbations of all the Earth masses, including atmosphere, ocean, land, and interior are of interest here. I therefore regard the entire information as my signal, which is then composed of classical geophysical signal plus classical geophysical noise. Shapiro et al. (2005) demonstrated usefulness of geophysical noise for studying the Earth's interior. Of all SG locations, the Canadian was the best for this purpose as it is antipodal to the seismically most active region on Earththe Pacific Rim. This ensured that the signal strength was maximal. Then the whole (total-mass) Earth can be studied by means of raw gravity observations (further: gravity observations) that are neither stripped of tides nor corrected for environmental effects. This can be achieved by looking into the Earth gravity spectra from the band of Earth long eigenperiods 12-120 min, or low eigenfrequencies 12-120 cycles per day (c.p.
d.). I term my approach the Gravimetric Terrestrial Spectroscopy (GTS).
Therefore in the following, I regard the use of raw (gapped and unaltered) data as the criterion for a physical result's validity (Omerbashich, 2006) . Thus no raw data were altered in any way for all the essential computations; however, the raw data were treated classically for all testing purposes.
Methodology
Gravity spectra were obtained in the Gauss-Vaníček spectral analysis (GVSA) of over ten billion non-equispaced, Gaussianfiltered SG gravity decadal recordings from the 1990-ies. GVSA fits, in the leastsquares sense, data to trigonometric functions. GVSA was first proposed by Barning (1963) , was first developed by Vaníček (1969 Vaníček ( , 1971 , and was simplified by Lomb (1976) and Scargle (1976) . Magnitudes of GVSA-derived, variancespectrum peaks depict the contribution of a period to the variance of the time-series, of the order of (some) % (Vaníček, 1969) . Thus, variance spectra, expressed in var%, or power spectra, expressed in dB (Pagiatakis, 1999) can be produced from incomplete numerical records of any length. Thanks to its many important advantages, GVSA was a more suitable technique for GTS than any of the typically used tools such as the Fourier spectral analysis (Press et al., 2003 , Omerbashich, 2006 . GVSA seemed most apt for GTS primarily due to its: (i) ability to handle gaps in data (Taylor and Hamilton, 1972) , (ii) straightforward significance level regime (Beard et al., 2001) , and (iii) distinctive and virtually unambiguous depiction of background noise levels (Omerbashich, 2003) .
Just like the variance is the most natural description of noise in a record of physical data, a variance spectrum tells naturally and simultaneously of the strength of cyclic signal's imprints in noise and thereby of signal's reliability too (ibid.) These advantages make GVSA a unique field descriptor that can accurately and simultaneously estimate both the structural eigenfrequencies and field relative dynamics (Omerbashich, 2006) . Over the past thirty years, GVSA was applied in astronomy, geophysics, medicine, microbiology, finances, climatology, etc. See Omerbashich (2003) for more GVSA references and a blind performance-test using synthetic data.
The 2-sigma Gaussian was selected for filtering the SG gravity data in a nonequispaced fashion, meaning that the substep gaps were accounted for by Booleanweighting each measurement. This filter's response stayed well above 90 var% over the entire band of interest, passing all the systematic contents from 1 min to 10 years. At no point in this research did any of the gravity spectra' oscillation magnitudes exceed 1 var%, and most of the time they stayed the safe two orders of magnitude beneath that level -in the order of 0.01 var%.
The equispaced Gaussian weighting function w, used here for filtering of series of step size Δ t with (2N + 1) elements, for n observations l (t) at the time instant t, and for selected σ = 2, is (Press et al., 2003) :
and the filter [21] :
becoming a Boxcar case for wi = 1 / (2N + 1) ∀ i∈ℵ. The guiding idea behind the non-equispaced filter was to enable rigorous data processing in which no lowfrequency information would be lost due to filtering, unlike in equispaced filters (usually applied for Fourier methods), where variation in the original ratio of populated pi = {l1, l2…} versus empty placeholders qi ={} is overlooked. Thus data distortion by contrivance of invented values that must fall on the integer number of steps takes place in cases when equispaced filters are used. When a portion of the record lacks observations, its average should be re-normalized regardless of the choice of the filtering function, as: 
where li ** are re-normalized filtered values. Based on Jeffreys's rule of thumb ("In many earthquakes observations of only the horizontal Earth movements during the passage of shear (S) waves can be used to estimate the order of the total released energy." (Bullen, 1979) , and the Earth taken as a viscoelastic continuously vibrating stopped up mechanical system, e.g. Suda et al. (1998) , I put forward the following
Physical hypothesis "A": The ratio of seismic energy ES and total kinetic energy EK on Earth is constant.
Note that most earthquakes used here were tectonic thrust and strike-slip.
Seismic energy, ES, as that part of the total kinetic energy transmitted by the lithosphere is normally found from earthquake magnitudes estimated at seismic observatories worldwide. Since the lithosphere makes merely ~1/50 of the Earth's volume and ~1/100 of the Earth's mass (Muminagić, 1987) , the hypothesis "A" generally holds.
Seismic energy expressed in units of ergs is computed using modified Richter-Gutenberg empirical formula, e.g., Lomnitz (1974): 4 . 11 5 . 1 log 10
Physically, magnitudes of the gravity field oscillations are proportional to the kinetic energy, EK, needed to displace the Earth's inner masses as the medium, from the state of rest to that of unrest (cf., French, 1971) . I therefore computed as a relative measure of the Earth kinetic energy the series of simple-average magnitudes T ω μ of the Earth oscillation at particular normal frequency ω, as determined from a gravity record spanning a specific time interval ΔT (Week, Day, Hour, etc.). Then for some normal mode of Earth oscillation the amplitude T ω μ of the gravity spectrum s GVSA (ω) is computed as average of three (minimum spectrum size in GVSA): over all (here 1000) spectral points in the band of interest El∈12-120 c.p.d. from 2, 3, and 4 weeks of gravity data past a great earthquake. Earth ringing is thus observed and measured relatively by means of SG gravity variance-spectra for at least six weeks past an earthquake of M7.5 or stronger; see Fig. 1 . This is in agreement with the solid-tide general dissipation rate of 83±45GW established by Ray et al. (1996) 
Gravity-seismicity correlation
Based on the starting physical hypothesis "A" linear correlation is sought between the series X μ of last decade's daily oscillation magnitudes, and the series YS of seismic energies (and for check of seismic magnitudes) from 381 medium-tolarge global earthquakes found (by visual inspection) to have excited the Canadian SG record spanning the 1990-ies. Crosscorrelation functional values were computed between the n ω components of vector X μ and the vector of earthquake energies, YS, as (Kendall and Stuart, 1979) : 
where i = 1, 2… n ω ; u = j⋅Δτ ∧ j∈ℵ, Δτ = 1 day. Here Ω x,y (u) is the value of the correlation function Ω between the components of X μ and YS lagged by u days (here from | u | = 0, 1, … 30 days).
Seismically induced high-frequency Earth oscillation radiates energy in the order of megawatts (Suda et al., 1998) , versus low-frequency (solid-Earth and oceanic) tidal dissipation that amounts to about 2TW (Egbert and Ray, 2000) . Also, the Earth's incessant high-frequency oscillation, demonstrated by Suda et al. (1998) to beat in high eigenfrequencies down to 2.2 mHz or at short eigenperiods up to ~7½ minutes, radiate each day an amount of energy normally released by a single M5.75 -M6 earthquake, as suggested by Rhie and Romanowicz (2004) . For these reasons the magnitudes of Earth high-frequency oscillation are not of interest here. Besides, if high correlations could be obtained without using magnitudes of high-frequency Earth oscillation, then this setup will physically satisfy for the entire natural band as well. Note that Kobayashi and Nishida (1998) and Nishida et al. (2000) first offered an explanation for the "incessant" shortperiodic Earth oscillation, while Rhie and Romanowicz (2004) offered a more comprehensive explanation of that phenomenon.
The choice of surface magnitudes in Eq. (4) rather than moment magnitudes was not just preferential. Namely, more than 96% of all >M6.39 earthquakes that affected the Cantley SG record were weaker than M7.5 (when the scales based on surface magnitudes start saturating). Hence, using surface magnitudes rather than moment magnitudes represents a more stringent approach given that the linear correlation Eq. (6) can be sensitive to a small number of relatively large input values. If high correlations could be obtained using the surface magnitudes, then this setup will satisfy for moment magnitudes as well.
Pairs (X μ , YS) of physically dependent values are not random samples from a bivariate normal distribution as given by Fisher (1921) , so that the confidence intervals for correlation coefficients cannot be computed (Snedecor and Cochran, 1967) . X μ values obtained always from a large sample of up to 86 400 normally distributed gravity measurements per day are not normally distributed either, instead those values follow β-distribution (Steeves, 1981) . In addition, seismic magnitudes used in vector YS follow the Boltzmann distribution (Turcotte, 1999) . Hence, no statistical tests of Eq. (6) exist, to the best of my knowledge.
The only meaningful test is the physical requirement that the value of the correlation function be the largest for lag equal to zero. Therefore, crosscorrelations Eq. (6) were computed between X μ along normal mode periods, and YS. I used three geophysical Earth models for this: Jeffreys-Bullen "B", a 1967 model based on the compressibilitypressure hypothesis (Bullen, 1979) , Dziewonski-Gilbert UTD124A', a 1972 model containing sharp density discontinuities (Gilbert and Dziewonski, 1975, Lapwood and Usami, 1981) , and Zharkov 1990 model (Zharkov et al., 1996) . I selected M6.3 as the optimal cutoff magnitude so as to avoid interference due to weaker earthquakes (Suda et al., 1998) , and to reduce the computational load. The cut-off magnitude was lowered to M6.0 for deep (> 399 km) earthquakes so as to increase the sample size to over 50.
More than 15 000 computations of Eq. (6) In all cases (models), the strongest response was in mantle-sensitive 0P7 and 0T7 modes, while the lithosphere-sensitive 0P2 and 0T2 also returned high correlation values with deep earthquakes, Fig. 2b . Depth-separation revealed a 3-days delay in correlation, Fig. 2b . In a statistical study of 7359 deep ≥M3 earthquakes Curchin and Pennington (1987) speculated that a delay in deep rupture might be in effect, without proposing the duration of such a delay. Then, given that D ω μ are diurnal averages, if it exists I assume that for most earthquakes such a deep-rupture delay is either Δt1 << 1/2 day, or Δt2 > 1 day. As deduced from the variance spectra (but not the power spectra) of SG gravity, the gravity-seismicity correlation has an absolute maximum for periods ~821 s or eigenfrequencies ~1.22 mHz (Omerbashich, 2003) . In all three Earth-models tested, gravity-seismicity correlations were higher when seismic energies were used rather than seismic magnitudes, as well as when variance spectra were used rather than power spectra. Also, the more recent model produced higher correlation in case of deep earthquakes. Superconducting gravimeters can sense globally minute (in the order of 0.01 var%) mass redistributions of the inner masses. Thus contrary to some opinions, such as Hinderer and Crossley (2004) , depending on the choice of signal and noise the removal of atmospheric and other environmental effects is not necessary for all purposes. Note that, while the gravityseismicity correlation Eq. (6) is frequencydependent, Merriam (1992) showed that the relationship between local pressure (here the second-largest information constituent) and SG-sampled gravity is independent of frequency and epoch. Furthermore, it can be seen from Smylie et al. (1993) that the air pressure-and gravity-spectra are not expected to show any resemblance. Finally, the amplitude of the theoretical tidal gravity signal, observed here at 0.068 c.p.d. reaches at least 1-2 μGal according to Tamura (1987) , corresponding to a change of 5-10 mm vertically, or 1.2 -2.5 m in latitude. This is well within the SG accuracy as given in Merriam et al. (2000) , so that any signal possibly found in the spectra of SG data, cannot be exclusively due to geodetic effects of either height or latitude.
Spectrum of Earth long-periodic oscillation
I next spectrally analyze all the decadal D ω μ time series computed along normal modes of the Zharkov model as the most recent of the three Earth models used.
Correlations Eq. 6 were checked by methodology, i.e., by using: (i) three geophysical Earth models, (ii) surface instead of moment seismic magnitudes, (iii) the lowermost part of the Earth natural band, (iv) variance-versus powerspectra, and (v) seismic energies versus seismic magnitudes. In order to check the extracted periodicity of the spectrum of the spectra of gravity, I look at the entire computational procedure as a filter and compute its magnitude-frequency response. Of concern here is the fact that filters can enhance or reduce spectral amplitudes of certain frequencies.
Response in var% of the processing viewed as a filter, i.e., of a data processing procedure based on spectral analyses should determine whether any classical noise, naturally measured by variance, was dominating the extraction of the springtidal periodicity from gravity spectra. To compute this response, white noise was fed to the computational procedure; meaning a "month long" test-record was processed containing random numbers between (0, 1), limits inclusive.
The resulting Fig. 3 shows that the processing generally acted as a low-pass filter in the 12 days -200 days interval. Hence, ~15 days periods most likely are not a consequence of filter amplification. This period is in agreement with "tidal triggering" reports of 14.8 days; e.g., Knopoff (1970) . The maximum magnitudes on Fig. 4 are limited by the frequency-magnitude response of the processing designed to suppress the impact of classical noise on spectral magnitudes at long periods of around half month, Fig. 3 . Although largely limited by the processing, the 14.71-days period still exceeds the 99% confidence level, Fig. 4 , indicating a high strength of this period. All other periods shorter than 13 days and longer than 16 days, seen on Fig. 4 In that case, it should also be expected for the accuracy of the lunar synodic period estimate to improve even further -by simply increasing the spectral resolution.
A lunar synodic month of ~29.5 days is the mean interval between conjunctions of the Moon and the Sun (Knopoff, 1970) . It corresponds to one cycle of lunar phases. A more exact, empirical expression that is valid near the present epoch for one lunar synodic month is based upon the lunar theory of Chapront-Touzé and Chapront (1988): (Tamura, 1987) .
The second period extracted is the astronomical semi-annual solar, to within 9m 57s. After suppressing the theoretical solar period Ssa= 182.6211 days, the lunar period's estimate becomes 14.76053 days, at a high 26.1 var% and over 95% confidence level. FIG. 5 . Lunar synodic half-month periodicity of Earth total mass. Shown is variance-spectrum of Earth's mean-diurnal oscillation magnitudes, obtained from variance-spectra of SG-gravity after the removal of theoretical solar semi-annual period. Data span 10.3 yr. Band 2 day to 5 yr. Spectral resolution 50 000 pt.
Increasing the spectral resolution to 50 000 pt enabled estimate of the above period to better than 3 minutes, as 14.7655 days at 95% confidence level, Fig. 5 . According to Eq. (7), this represents an accuracy of ~17 seconds or twice the size of the filtering step. Thus, a considerably improved estimate of the periodicity of the Earth gravity oscillation was obtained when the complete environment information is used, as well as after the spectral resolution was enhanced 25 times in this case. The lunar synodic semi-monthly and solar semi-annual periods, as the only periods from the 1 day ( D E μ resolution) to 10 yr ( D E μ size) period interval cannot represent a residual from data processing as no systematic noise was cleared from the record to begin with. Also, the processing did not amplify these two periods as it was, in fact, designed to suppress all the contents at around half a month; see Fig. 3 . Thus, the two periods are not in the SG data per sé, and the entire data, i.e., the field they sample, oscillate with those two periods. This sort of sensitivity was attainable due to SG accuracy, discussed earlier, appreciably exceeding the ratio between the force of Earth gravity and the maximum lunar tidal force, of ~1.14:10 -7 (Hendershott, 1994) .
Obviously, since we speak of gravity, the inclusion of gravity components that are due to non-solid Earth masses such as the atmosphere, as well as of those in the deep interior (mantle-to-core) had little importance in inflating these two periods -due to low density and distance from the lithosphere, respectively. Here, normal eigenperiods were used because they are the natural beat periods of all Earth masses that comprise gravity and cause the Earth oscillations in general, not just the Earth free oscillation. I therefore checked the periodicity obtained along all normal mode periods, Fig. 4 , against the result from using complete environment information, Fig. 5 . As seen above, this resulted in an excellent accuracy of the lunar period estimate, confirming the starting premise on both the SG accuracy as well as the GTS validity.
Earth as a Moon-forced mechanical oscillator, Concept of
I propose based on SG observations and the preceding discussion, the following
Concept: Earth may be a viscous, stopped up mechanical oscillator forced externally mostly by the Moon's orbital period due to which the states of a maximum mass (gravity) oscillation magnification and a maximum stored potential energy occur.
A georesonator's total mass oscillates with the springtide period, so the Earth oscillation is not just free but constrained as well; meaning rather than observing the response of the Earth as a system under exclusively free motion, as it has been done in geophysics so far, this specific concept requires that the response of the Earth system under forced motion be observed instead. Then in such a global forced oscillator first proposed by Tesla (1919) , where the damping force is proportional to the velocity of the body (French, 1971) , the Earth grave mode 0P2 is the system's normal period and the lunar synodic period is the system's forcing period due to which the states of a maximum oscillation magnification and a maximum stored potential energy occur (Den Hartog, 1985) .
Let us substitute in the mechanical oscillator equations (Den Hartog, 1985) the To = 3233 sec (Zharkov et al., 1996) grave mode as that which makes the normal ωo = 2π / To, and the SG-measured Tmax = 14.7655 days as that which makes the maximum magnification forcing frequency ωmax = 2π / Tmax. Subsequently, the spectral spread of the system response about the Earth resonant frequency ω = ωmax can be obtained for the characteristic mantle viscosity of ~10 21 Pa s (King, 1994) , as (Den Hartog, 1985 Let us now use the same periods as in the above to obtain the maximum displacement on or within the Earth due to magnification of forced oscillation of Earth masses (gravity), as (French, 1971 , Den Hartog, 1985 : (10) where the Earth-Moon maximum gravity force Fperigee = 2.2194·10 20 N is the maximum forcing amplitude Fo, and k = mE · (ωo) 2 is the system spring constant (Den Hartog, 1985) . For the Earth mass mE = 5.9736·10 24 kg (cf. NASA), and 0P2 values from the three Earth models used: 3223 s, 3228 s, 3233 s, respectively, I obtain the maximal displacement Eqs. (5) - (7), as (Den Hartog, 1985) :
For shallow earthquakes, where t = to = 0, ) ( ω φ = 0, I obtain 9.78 m, 9.81 m, 9.84 m, respectively (chronologically). For deep (<400 km) earthquakes, where t = to = 0,
, I obtain 9.57 m, 9.60 m, 9.63 m, respectively (chronologically). Estimates of the grave mode 0P2 from the three Earth models used are seen as increasing by ~5 s per decade, probably due to the Moon receding from the Earth (tidal friction), and to totality of other factors such as the accretion of cosmic particles. It consequently appears that the maximum mass displacement on the Earth increases steadily at a rate of ~3 cm/decade. This substantiates physically the correlation between the Earth gravity and deep earthquakes, here observed as ever improving decade to decade. In case of shallow earthquakes however, the observed correlation trend is seen not as clearly. This could be due to the lithosphere's rigid-elastic environment being subject to stress-strain buildup and thus an apparent tidal inhibiting. This would also be in agreement with a report by Stein (2004) , but also with a general understanding that the size of large strikeslip earthquakes (in this study the mostused type) is not related just to the amount of stress-strain buildup (Cisternas et al., 2005) . Earthquake triggering is a phenomenon that does not arise exclusively due to the release of static strain by the foregoing earthquake. Instead, seismicity gets activated also by direct shaking, i.e., mechanically (Felzer and Brodsky, 2006) . To explain this, the Earth must be regarded as a mechanical oscillator. Finally, any stress-strain buildup is virtually absent in the mantle where a forced-oscillator model seems to be able to satisfy the observed trending of the gravity-deep seismicity correlation. Note that during the great ~M9.3 Sumatra earthquake of December 2004, numerous reports have put this displacement at ~10 m average. Also, the ~M9.5 seem to be the strongest earthquakes possible.
The spring tide exerts pull on all Earth masses. In case of the mantle's plastic environment, this pull seems to be affecting the mantle at the 300-400 km depths. The absolutely highest gravitydeep seismicity correlation was at the ~821 sec eigenperiod, at the Pacific Rim. Inserting To = 821 sec into Eqs. (8) and (9) yields that region's own ~18.5 h phase shift. The < 1-day phase shift could be due to the facts that (a) shallow earthquakes correlate with Earth oscillation magnitudes on the day of the earthquake and (b) this correlation is worse than in case of deep earthquakes.
When a tectonic structure mostly composed of the mantle and the crust attains its maximal resonant magnification under the Moon-Earth orbital tone, the material of which that structure is composed crumbles, resulting in an earthquake (of unspecified type). The here proposed georesonator concept also agrees with the well known fact that shallow and deep earthquakes belong to two different processes: plastic and rock environments have radically different structure and therefore considerably different structural eigenfrequencies as well -the longer the object's eigenperiods the shorter the time for the object under forced oscillation magnification to fall apart.
As Rubin et al. (2005) demonstrated it, mantle melts take only a few decades to generate, transfer, accumulate and erupt, opposite to previous estimates of ~10 3 yrs. The georesonator concept offers an obvious mechanism for rapid transport of mantle melt, where tectonics is partially a consequence of the resonating mantle's fast dynamics at a swift rate that equals the time which takes for the 3-days phase to start affecting the SG sensitivity.
In the view of the proposed concept I demonstrated the following
Rule:
The ratio of seismic energy ES and total kinetic energy EK on Earth is constant.
Based on the above-defined model and its own rule (a claim which holds only under certain conditions; a law in a nonstrict sense), I propose the following extension of the proposal that some earthquakes could be caused by mantle's magnified resonance: I leave the physical hypothesis "B" at the level of speculation (untested), for if it holds it would require that each tectonic structure have its own grave mode and structural eigenfrequencies as well as its own phase shift, all of which puts such testing beyond the scope of this paper.
Physical hypothesis "B"
Importantly, Eqs. (8) - (11) produce nonsensical results for the Earth-Sun system. That is expected since, unlike the Moon the Sun "orbits" about the Earth only apparently. This further legitimizes the proposed concept by providing relevance for the real Earth.
Discussion
As the Earth masses bulge during the springtide, their oscillatory movement attains its locally maximum amplitude during each new and full Moon. As seen in Section 4, I detected these conjunction and opposition peaks in the spectrum of the spectra of SG gravity. No intermediary that would either introduce or amplify the two periodicities could exist, since the perfect periodicity of the D E μ series is superimposed naturally onto the periodicity of any information constituent alone and hence of the D ω μ series too. This voids the possibility for any intermediary to introduce the two periods anew. This causality, along with the above theoretical delay which I also observed experimentally as shown in Section 3, and the maximal well-known displacement which I also obtained theoretically in Section 5, constitute a sufficient condition, while the D ω μ -seismicity correlation at mantle-sensitive and lithosphere-sensitive modes constitutes a necessary condition for the Earth's lithosphere and mantle to respond to the two periods by rupturing. Rather than, as speculated by some, directly and simply "triggering" the earthquakes, the revealed periodicities in the proposed concept either trigger the Earth oscillation itself, or add to the oscillations that were already triggered by earthquakes. Then, the mechanism behind the discovered correlation can be either (i) the direct excitation, or (ii) an excitation through earthquakes that have been, in turn, triggered by long periodic tides. Based on the computations of Eqs. (8) - (11), and on the ideas of Melchior (1986) and Jeffreys (1970) , I discard the latter option (ii) above. Then the proposed concept does not allow for the so-called "tidal triggering of earthquakes" to exist as such. Furthermore, in reality, oscillatory nature of fault rupturing has long been established, for instance Sieh et al. (2005) , as well as certain related phenomena apart from tides, which can trigger earthquakes, for instance Thatcher (1982) .
Thus, regarding the Earth as a forced mechanical oscillator could perhaps help to explain partially the Earth tectonics. This would require that shallow earthquakes do not depend exclusively on stress-strain conditions, when actual prediction of medium-to-large earthquakes becomes possible. Such prediction would need to determine structural eigenfrequencies of the separate (tectonic) mass bodies and systems, establish which faulting types are most sensitive to the seismicity-gravity correlations, Fig. 2 , and subsequently monitor under combined Earth-Moon orbital regimes the structural eigenfrequencies of tectonic groups of interest. The basic idea behind such a concept of earthquake prediction is the simplest one of all, and it resembles the infamous example of soldiers marching across a bridge.
Corollary speculation
According to the forced global oscillator concept, all gravitational considerations performed in the vicinity of the Earth, such as those aimed at determining G, e.g., Baldi et al. (2001) , had failed to account for lunar magnification of total-mass (gravity) oscillation during the considerations, Eq. (7), or to factor in the concerned location, ωo / ωmax, as well as failed to take into account the varying 0P2 of the Earth total mass. The maximum magnification is (Den Hartog, 1985) :
which for the maximum values gives a scaling factor of M(ωmax) = 1+2.66·10 -11 . The herein used total-mass representation of the Earth results in measuring the natural period of the Earth total mass as ωo' = ωo + εω = 3445 s ±0.35% where uncertainty is based on 1000 pt spectral resolution. This estimate is in agreement with Benioff (1958) ; see the Appendix.
The 2.66·10 -11 scaling factor translates into the maximum force at perigee, of 5.9·10 9 N. Then the springtidal resonance can be speculated as responsible for the unmodeled portion of Earth nutation, of 10-50 milli-arc-second and presumed to be resonant-periodic with ~30 days period; see McCarthy and Petit (2003) . In the realm of astronomically forced oscillators, rescaling of gravitational force, Eqs. (7) - (12), might be necessary for all mass considerations within each tidally locked system of two or more heavenly bodies. That it would not be unusual to relate physical (mass, gravity) with geometrical (orbital periods) properties, is supported by reports of correlations relating physical and geometrical quantities, like the mass and periods of transiting planets (Mazeh et al., 2005) Note that if the Earth were represented to a good approximation (such that all terrestrial determinations of G are consistent to within measurement precision) by a Moon-forced georesonator, the Earth would then necessarily owe a part of its magnetic field to the forcing oscillation (cf., Den Hartog, 1985) .
Conclusion
A gravity-seismicity correlation with three-day phase is found after comparing the decadal SG gravity of total-mass Earth with the energy emitted from some 50 strong deep earthquakes from the same decade. For this, a concept of raw data as the criterion in evaluating a physical claim's validity was used. It was shown that the mechanical oscillator equations for a Moon-forced georesonator could successfully model such a 3-days phase. The same equations render maximal particle displacement on Earth as about 10 m, which agrees with the commonly observed displacement by gravest possible earthquakes.
Based on the used georesonator's characteristics, this suggests conceptually (until proven otherwise) that the Earth tectonics could be arising in part due to the springtideinduced magnification of the mantle resonance, and in addition to the existing tectonogenesis hypotheses. The proposed mechanism, of course, cannot apply to all earthquakes or to entire tectonics in principle. However, since (in theory) a forced-oscillatory displacement is fully describable, some large earthquakes could be predictable -as a consequence of the structural collapses occurring when the magnified resonance of the mantle exceeds the grave mode of oscillation of the observed tectonic mass body.
I speculate that mantle resonance magnification is a partial candidate cause for: the absurdity of terrestrial G experiments, the Earth inner core's differential rotation, the unexplained periodic portion of the Earth nutation, and the Earth magnetic field. 
APPENDIX
In order to verify the grave mode of the Earth's total-mass oscillation I take the SG gravity recordings during three greatest earthquakes from the 1990-ies that affected the Cantley SG record, Table A . Using the to GVSA unique ability to process gapped records, I look for differences between the spectra of selected gravity recordings without gaps and those records with gaps artificially introduced. I thus make 5, 21, and then 53 filter-steplong (8 and 32 sec) gaps in the three records respectively, where the order of earthquakes was randomly selected. By observing the differences between the Gauss-Vaníček (G-V) spectra of complete vs. incomplete records, I look for the first instance when this difference reaches the zero value. Since both the complete and incomplete records always described the same instance and the same location when and where the same field (in this case the Earth gravity field) was sampled during the three energy emissions, it is precisely this value that marks the beginning of the Earth's natural band of oscillation. If this setup is correct, then the more gaps the record has should mean the more pronounced impact of the non-natural information onto the spectra, too. Indeed, Figure A shows that more gaps results in a clearer distinction between the natural and non-natural bands.
The effect of any known (including tidal) variations can be suppressed in the GVSA together with processing, where known periods in form of analytical functions or discrete data sets can be enforced on data. Thus, when GVSA is used, no preprocessing is required to strip the observations of tides. Here, nine semidiurnal and diurnal tidal periods were enforced (Hou, 1991): 13.4098257, 13.9426854, 14.5057965, 15.0424341, 15.5742444, 28.4395041, 28.9840259, 29.5159428, and 29.9977268 Thus the grave mode (most natural period) of the Earth total mass oscillation is measured as To' = 3445 s ±0.35%, where uncertainty is based on 1000 pt spectral resolution. This is in agreement with Benioff (1958) .
Note that the seismological community has been critical of the Benioff (1958) estimate, mulishly insisting on "noise" removal despite the fact that, strictly speaking, noise is a completely abstract concept, making it utterly absurd to insist on preferring either the signal or the noise. Table A. 
